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I.  INTRODUCTION 

ault location in distribution networks provides significant 

benefits for the network operators. An appropriate fault 

location strategy accelerates the restoration time and enhances 

the quality and reliability of distribution networks [1]-[2]. This 

leads to lower operating cost and better customer satisfaction. 

Developing a comprehensive method with ideal performance 

under a vast range of conditions is a challenge due to the fact 

that multiple parameters are involved in detecting fault 

location. 

Several algorithms were proposed in the literature to 

address the fault location for power systems [2]-[17]. 

However, many of these methods are not applicable for 

distribution networks due to lack of infrastructures and smart 

appliances in distribution systems [3]. Phasor Measurement 

Units (PMUs) and smart meters are categorized as smart 

measurement devices. PMUs are rarely used in distribution 

networks because of their high prices. Also, installing 

numerous smart meters results in increasing data traffic, data 

management system expenses, and computational loads. 
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Therefore, the methods based on voltage angles or large 

number of smart measurement devices, are impractical for 

distribution networks. In addition, in many developing 

countries smart meters have not been installed in the 

distribution networks to take advantage of these advanced 

methods. 

Generally, fault location techniques can be categorized into 

four main groups: automated outage mapping [4]-[7], the 

impedance matrix [8]-[12], traveling wave [13]-[16], and 

voltage sag measurements [2]-[3], [5], [8], and [17]. These 

methods are briefly described below. 

Reference [8] estimates the positive sequence resistance 

using a least square method with measured voltages and 

current waveforms. The sign of the resistance determines 

zones at which the fault does not occur. The magnitude and 

angle of the impedance for each monitored bus are used in [9] 

to determine whether the fault location is before or after the 

measurement device. References [10]-[12] use voltage and 

current measurements to calculate apparent impedances at 

some buses for finding the fault location. 

In [13], distance and resistance of all possible single-phase 

to ground short circuits in the faulted distribution feeder are 

obtained by injecting two sinusoidal waves with different 

frequencies to the feeder. Time delays between sequential 

traveling waves are considered in [14]-[16] as criteria to 

identify the fault location. The methods proposed by these 

references are not practical for radial networks where the large 

number of laterals and load taps results in unknown wave 

attenuation and reflection factors.  

Reference [5] uses smart meter load data to narrow down 

the search space for the fault location. In this case, if a fault 

occurs on a radial feeder, the up-stream protective device 

which may be a fuse, re-closer, or substation relay, opens the 

circuit. Then, all down-stream consumers will be de-energized 

and the smart meter data provides the faulted area of the 

network. Fault indicators are employed in [7] to restrict the 

search zones for fault location. 

Voltage sag can serve as a fault indicator for distribution 

networks. In [5], smart meters are installed along the feeder to 

record the pre- and during- fault voltages. The difference 

between pre- and during- fault voltages is then used to detect 

the faulted bus. Reference [17] shows that the voltage sags for 

all buses of a feeder could be estimated from a few voltage sag 

measurements along the feeder. Here, the faulted bus 

corresponds to the point where the highest voltage drop is 

observed. In [3], the relation between the location of a fault 

and voltage sags are studied and a specific voltage profile is 

assigned to the short circuit for each bus of the feeder. 
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In this study, three-phase voltage sags are measured by 

smart meters installed along the feeder. The three-phase 

impedance matrix without loads is then used to calculate the 

currents vector. A novel method based on the compressive 

sensing algorithm and ℓ
1
-norm minimization is used to 

estimate the actual faulted bus within a distribution network. 

Since faulted bus instead of fault distance is directly estimated 

in the proposed algorithm, it does not suffer from multiple 

fault location estimation. Therefore, in this paper, the fault 

location, which is generally interpreted as the distance from 

substation, refers to the location of the faulted bus. This 

method is tested on the 13.8 kV distribution network given in 

[2], [5]. Previous studies generally use both magnitudes and 

angles of voltages and currents to find the fault location. This 

requires measurement devices to record both magnitude and 

angle of voltages. This is not a practical solution for 

distribution networks due to high expenses for these devices. 

However, the proposed algorithm in [2] only needs a PMU at 

the substation to measure the magnitude and phase of voltage 

and current and also voltage magnitudes measured by some 

meters along the feeders. In contrast, our proposed method 

only uses smart feeder meters for just measuring the voltage 

magnitudes along the feeder. Although this is similar to [5], 

our main contributions are as follows: 

 The method in [5] requires load data to update the 

impedance matrix during each run. As load data must be 

synchronized with voltage measurements along the feeder, a 

smart load meter with high sampling rate must be installed 

for each consumer, which is expensive and impractical with 

current technologies. Our method does not need these huge 

amounts of load data.   

 The performance of the method proposed in [5] decreases 

when the fault resistance is small. Our method yields similar 

results for both high and low fault resistances.  

 The method used in [5] is evaluated for single-phase faults, 

and three-phase faults only. Our method handles single-

phase, double-phase, double-phase to ground, and three-

phase short circuits. 

 The method proposed in [5] is significantly influenced by 

measurement noises while the performance of our method is 

acceptable with and without noises.  

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 

II describes the proposed fault location algorithm. Section III 

gives a brief description about compressive sensing and ℓ
1
-

norm minimization methods. Section IV provides simulation 

results of proposed method for a real distribution network. 

Section V compares the results with those reported by [5] and 

conclusion is presented in section VI. 

II.  FAULT LOCATION METHODOLOGY 

When a fault occurs at bus ( ), currents are injected into 

the faulted point from all sources. The fault current can be 

considered as a current source that injects a reverse current 

into bus k. The voltage changes for all buses are calculated by 

multiplying the impedance matrix  by a sparse current 

vector containing a nonzero element as described in (1). Due 

to unbalanced load and heterogeneous overhead lines in the 

distribution networks,  must be calculated for each phase 

separately [18]. Therefore,  for a system with  buses is 

a  matrix. Accordingly, the fault current must be 

individually calculated for each phase. For example,  has 

only one non-zero element for a single-phase fault, two non-

zero elements for a double-phase fault, and three non-zero 

elements for a three phase fault.  

 (1) 

where  is the reversed fault current injected into the 

faulted bus (k).  

According to the theory of symmetrical components, every 

unsymmetrical system can be resolved into zero, positive and 

negative sequence networks. Since the fault current always 

includes the positive sequence for all faults, we use the 

positive sequence impedance matrix and voltages in this paper 

for estimating the fault location rather than actual three-phase 

components: 

 (2) 

Our proposed method assumes that  buses of the 

distribution network are monitored by smart meters. 

Therefore,  corresponding rows of (2) are selected and 

linked together to form (3): 

 (3) 

To extract the positive sequence of impedance matrix, each 

of the 3×3 sub matrices of three-phase impedance matrix 

(  is converted to its symmetrical 

components by  

                               (4) 

where . 

Due to heterogeneity of overhead lines in the distribution 

networks,  is not a diagonal matrix with zero off-diagonal 

terms. For this study, we assume that the off-diagonal terms 
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are negligible and use the (2,2) entry of  for the positive 

sequence impedance.   

The meters provide three-phase voltage magnitude 

measurements for pre- and during-fault for the  buses. 

Therefore, voltage changes are defined as: 

 (5) 

where ,  are the measured three-phase pre- 

and during-fault voltage magnitudes at bus . 

Although the system is unbalanced, we assume that the 

measured voltage magnitudes for the 3-phase system have 

120-degree phase shifts. Therefore, the angle shifts for phases 

a, b, and c are 0, -120, and 120 degrees, respectively. Equation 

(6) is used to transform the measurements to their symmetrical 

components.  

 (6) 

Based on an extensive trial and error analysis, we found 

that the average of three sequences of voltage changes 

provides the best results for our fault location algorithm when 

only voltage magnitude measurements are available. 

Therefore,  is defined as the average of , , and 

 according to (7). Note that performance of the proposed 

method is improved when both voltage magnitude and angle 

are available from PMUs. For these situations, we use  

instead of .   

 (7) 

Additionally, in order to eliminate the phase angle from the 

computations, absolute values of both  and  coefficients 

are used based on (8). 

   (8.a) 

   (8.b) 

Solving (8.b) for , given that and  are available, 

is not trivial since  the number of rows of (measurements) 

is smaller than the number of columns of . Therefore, the 

first impression is that  can be recovered by the 

conventional least square method. The conventional least 

square method gives a solution for which is a dense vector 

with many non-zero elements. This solution is useless as it 

implies that the fault(s) may occur at several buses of the 

network which is obviously an incorrect conclusion. We use 

the compressive sensing method to overcome the problem and 

obtain a sparse solution.  

III.  COMPRESSIVE SENSING FRAMEWORK 

Compressive sensing is an alternative technique to 

Shannon/Nyquist sampling for reconstruction of a sparse 

signal that can be well recovered by just  components 

from a  basis matrix [19]. This technique is used to 

recover a sparse-enough signal from a small number of 

measurements [20]. The sparse signal can be recovered by 

solving an ℓ
1
-norm minimization problem. In this paper, the 

measurement vector is , the basis matrix is 

, and the sparse vector is . In this sense, 

the non-zero element of shows the location of faulted bus.  

Several methods can obtain  by solving (9), provided that a 

sufficiently sparse solution exists and the basis matrix is 

incoherent for the problem [21]. 

   (9.a) 

subject to: 

   (9.b) 

where  is the recovered vector, and  is the ℓ
1 

norm. 

When measurement noises are considered in the algorithm, the 

stable ℓ
1
-norm minimization (ℓs

1
) is used as:  

 (10.a) 

subject to: 

 (10.b) 

where the equality constraint (9.b) is replaced with an 

inequality constraint (10.b) to give the minimization problem 

more flexibility and  is a small number. In this paper, several 

algorithms such as Compressive Sampling Matching Pursuit 

(CoSaMP) [22], Yall1 Basic [23], Basic Pursuit De-noise 

(BPDN) [24], Primal-Dual interior point (PDIP), and Log 

Barrier Algorithm (LBA) [25] have been examined to solve 

(8), (9). According to [21], there is not an overall winner 

among algorithms that could obtain the best performance in 

terms of accuracy and speed for all applications. In this 

reference, many algorithms are investigated to solve (9) and 

(10) for face recognition applications and implies that PDIP 

results in better outcomes in terms of accuracy.  

CoSaMP algorithm is based on Orthogonal Matching 

Pursuit (OMP) methodology belonging to heuristic greedy 

algorithms. This group of algorithms does not come up with 

strong theoretical guarantees for global convergence. 

Furthermore, number of nonzero values in the sparse current 

vector must be defined as the input for CoSaMP algorithm. 

Note that, due to approximations in the equations (7) and (8), 

we cannot predefine the sparsity level accurately before 

solving the optimization problem. In YALL1 package, ℓ
1
-

problems are solved by direction algorithms that take 

advantage of orthonormality condition ( , where  is 

the basis matrix) to solve optimization problems exactly. But 

the basis matrix in our methodology is not orthonormal. 

Interior Point (IP) techniques rely fundamentally on their 

capability to appropriately solve particular linear equations 

that involve highly ill-conditioned matrices. This condition is 
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more fit for our system and simulation results show that PDIP 

and LBA provide more accurate solutions for our proposed 

method. 

The ℓ
1
-norm minimization does not always give a sparse 

vector with only one non-zero element. In other words, it is 

possible that coefficients associated with several buses 

become nonzero, but the number of nonzero elements is far 

less than that given by the least square method. Two post-

analysis methods are used to find the faulted bus when  

includes more than one element. The first method selects the 

maximum value of the nonzero entries as the faulted bus. The 

second method calculates the residual function for each bus 

using (11) and selects the bus with the minimum residual 

value as the faulted bus.  

 (11) 

where  is the residual function for entry j of , is 

the second norm, and  is a vector whose j
th

 entry 

is replaced with j
th

 entry of  and the other entries are zero. 

 Figure 1 shows the proposed fault location algorithm. 

Start

Fault occurred at Bus i

Measure voltage magnitudes for (M) 

buses and calculate ΔV abc using (5)Measure magnitude and phase of 

the voltages for (M) buses and 

calculate ΔV abc  
Shift phases a, b, and c by 0, -120, 

and 120 degrees, respectively

Calculate |ΔV+| using (6) and (7)
Calculate |ΔV+| using (6)

Select (M) corresponding rows of positive sequence 

Zbus and link them together to form |Z+|

With PMUs With Smart Meters

Solve (9) and (10) to find sparse current vector 

Calculate residual value using (11)

Find maximum value of 

sparse vector and select the 

faulted busFind minimum value of residuals 

and select the faulted bus

End

 
Fig.1. Proposed fault location flowchart. 

 

Our simulation results for the 13.8 kV, 134-bus distribution 

network show that the first method, based on the maximum 

value of the sparse vector, performs better for the network 

with conventional voltage magnitude measurements while the 

second method, based on the minimum value of residual 

values, performs better for the network with PMUs.  

IV.  SIMULATIONS RESULTS 

The proposed method was tested on a real 13.8 kV, 134-

bus distribution network. The single line diagram of the 

network is shown in Figure 2 and the detailed information can 

be found in [5]. This study assumes that smart meters are 

arbitrarily placed at 22 primary buses: 3, 4, 14, 20, 30, 34, 39, 

43, 45, 51, 55, 57, 68, 83, 93, 96, 101, 111, 118, 127, 129, and 

134. DIgSILENT Software is utilized to model the network 

[26]. The model includes the heterogeneity of overhead 

distribution lines. DIgSILENT simulates the network and 

provides the measurement data regarding the pre- and during- 

fault voltages for every bus of the network for all four types of 

faults. Our proposed method, developed in MATLAB, uses 

the measurement data from DIgSILENT to estimate the 

location of the fault. An error index is defined for each bus 

and fault type using (12). In this equation, “distance” is the 

sum of all spans connecting the faulted bus to the substation in 

meter (m). The total error for each type of fault is then 

obtained using the sum of the error indices for all buses. Also, 

0.5 and 10 ohm fault resistances are used for the simulation to 

evaluate the effect of different fault resistances on the fault 

location procedure. The fault resistance between phases is zero 

for double-phase to ground faults. 

  (12) 

In order to demonstrate the application of the proposed 

method, five error classes are defined with 100 meters 

intervals. The numbers of faulted buses estimated with an 

error between 0 and 100m, 100 and 200m, 200 and 300m, 300 

and 400m, and higher than 400m are counted separately and 

presented in tables I-VI. Also, the tables show the total error 

for each fault type and resistance.  

Table I presents the simulations results when only voltage 

magnitudes are measured by smart meters. As shown, the 

method performance is satisfactory for all four fault types, as 

most of the faulted buses are estimated with less than 100-

meter error. Another observation is that the performance of 

our proposed method to estimate the fault location is better for 

single-phase short circuits, which are the most common faults 

in the distribution networks. The method performance for 

other three short-circuit types is also within an acceptable 

range. Also, the performance of the method is not extremely 

influenced by changing the fault resistance. Larger fault 

resistance increases the total error for three-phase and single-

phase to ground faults while this trend is reversed for double-

phase and double-phase to ground faults. Table II shows the 

simulation results for 0, 30, 50 and 100 ohm fault resistances. 

As shown, the performance of our method to locate faults with 

higher resistances is still satisfactory.   

A.  Smart meter accuracy 

Meter accuracy is always influenced by noises due to 

temperature and load variations [27]. Therefore, measured 

data which are delivered to control centers are usually slightly 

different from actual data. Fault location algorithms should be 

able to consider noise effects. In this study, the measurement 

noises are included by multiplying each measured line-to- 
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Fig.2. Single line diagram for the case study [2], [5]. 

 
TABLE I. SIMULATION RESULTS OF THE FAULT LOCATION ALGORITHM USING VOLTAGE MAGNITUDE MEASUREMENTS 

Error Class 

Single-phase to ground fault Three-phase fault Double-phase to ground fault Double-phase fault 

Without noise With noise Without noise With noise Without noise With noise Without noise With noise 

0.5 ohm 10 ohm 0.5 ohm 10 ohm 0.5 ohm 10 ohm 0.5 ohm 10 ohm 0.5 ohm 10 ohm 0.5 ohm 10 ohm 0.5 ohm 10 ohm 0.5 ohm 10 ohm 

0-100 m 110 106 98 94 102 103 95 85 99 109 105 97 102 105 105 102 

100-200 m 19 20 30 28 24 20 28 31 25 21 17 25 23 21 20 23 

200-300 m 3 5 4 7 5 8 6 13 8 2 8 7 5 4 5 6 

300-400 m 1 2 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 2 2 1 1 

>400 m 0 0 0 1 1 1 3 1 0 0 2 1 1 1 2 1 

Total error (m) 7085 8355 9025 10720 8875 9245 12480 12325 8915 7595 11020 10705 10745 10045 12675 10805 

 

TABLE II. SIMULATION RESULTS OF THE FAULT LOCATION ALGORITHM USING VOLTAGE MAGNITUDE MEASUREMENTS FOR OTHER FAULT RESISTANCES  

Error Class 
Single-phase to ground fault Three-phase fault Double-phase to ground fault Double-phase fault 

0 ohm 30 ohm 50 ohm 100 ohm 0 ohm 30 ohm 50 ohm 100 ohm 0 ohm 30 ohm 50 ohm 100 ohm 0 ohm 30 ohm 50 ohm 100 ohm 

0-100 m 107 105 104 105 104 102 101 101 106 90 87 83 105 110 108 105 

100-200 m 19 21 22 21 24 21 22 22 22 32 35 37 18 18 20 22 

200-300 m 5 5 4 4 3 8 8 8 4 8 8 9 7 3 3 3 

300-400 m 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 

>400 m 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 

Total error (m) 8135 8525 9025 8755 8315 9125 9115 9335 7825 10385 10695 11575 10505 7265 7425 9945 

 

TABLE III. SIMULATION RESULTS OF THE FAULT LOCATION ALGORITHM BY SMART METERS WITH NOISE GENERATED FROM N(0,1%) 

Error Class 
Single-phase to ground fault Three-phase fault Double-phase to ground fault Double-phase fault 

0.5 ohm 10 ohm 0.5 ohm 10 ohm 0.5 ohm 10 ohm 0.5 ohm 10 ohm 

0-100 m 93 99 96 92 97 101 104 101 

100-200 m 28 24 27 31 25 21 20 22 

200-300 m 6 6 4 7 6 6 4 4 

300-400 m 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 

>400 m 4 3 5 2 4 4 4 4 

Total error (m) 13575 11875 13675 12335 13485 12065 16685 15895 
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TABLE IV. SIMULATION RESULTS OF THE FAULT LOCATION ALGORITHM USING BOTH VOLTAGE MAGNITUDE AND ANGLE MEASUREMENTS  

Error Class 

Single-phase to ground fault Three-phase fault Double-phase to ground fault Double-phase fault 

Without noise With noise Without noise With noise Without noise With noise Without noise With noise 

0.5 ohm 10 ohm 0.5 ohm 10 ohm 0.5 ohm 10 ohm 0.5 ohm 10 ohm 0.5 ohm 10 ohm 0.5 ohm 10 ohm 0.5 ohm 10 ohm 0.5 ohm 10 ohm 

0-100 m 113 114 108 105 109 110 106 109 109 112 106 106 111 110 105 108 

100-200 m 15 14 17 20 20 18 19 15 18 16 21 19 17 18 18 15 

200-300 m 4 4 5 4 3 4 2 2 5 4 0 2 4 4 3 3 

300-400 m 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

>400 m 0 0 2 3 0 0 5 6 0 0 5 5 0 0 6 6 

Total error (m) 6875 6875 10335 10640 7365 7455 12195 12875 7575 7145 12910 12665 7265 7305 13155 13185 

ground voltage by (1+n), where n is randomly generated by a 

normal distribution with zero mean and  standard deviation 

(n ~N(0, )). Here, we assume that  equals 0.5%. Table I also 

shows the results for the noisy measurements. As shown in 

Table I, the performance of the method is not significantly 

influenced by noises for all fault types. The method is more 

robust to noises when it is used to estimate locations of single-

phase and double-phase to ground faults. We increased the 

standard deviation to 1% to analyze the sensitivity of 

simulation results with respect to change in noise level. The 

simulation results for measurement noises generated by 

N(0,1%) are given in Table III. As shown, there is not a major 

change in the performance as the noise level increases. 

Specifically, the numbers of faulted buses with less than 200- 

meter error for noises generated by N(0,1%) are not that much 

different from those obtained for noises generated by 

N(0,0.5%). Although the accuracy class of smart feeder meters 

usually falls in a range of 0.1-0.5% [28], we increase the noise 

intensity to explore the upper bound on the noise level. Since 

ℓs
1 

can handle small dense noises, when the measured voltage 

magnitudes are corrupted by more than 1% noise level, the 

number of faulted buses estimated with more than 400m error 

becomes significant. For instance, if three-phase faults with 

0.5 ohm are simulated in all buses and 1.5% noise level is 

added to the measured voltage magnitudes, 56 faulted buses 

are estimated with less than 100m and 25 buses with more 

than 400m error. 

B.  Fault location with PMUs 

In this section, we assess the performance of our proposed 

method using PMUs in distribution networks. The operation of 

distribution networks are continuously improving. Therefore, 

in the near future, smart meters may be replaced with PMUs 

which provide both voltage magnitude and angle 

measurements. The results of the proposed method using PMU 

data are shown in Table IV. As shown, the performance of 

algorithm is improved when the voltage phases are considered 

in the fault location process. Also, the method gives almost 

similar results for all four fault types with different resistances 

and total errors in the range of 7000m. In other words, the 

algorithm performance is independent of fault types and 

resistances when voltage angles are included in the algorithm, 

as well. Like smart meters, PMUs are not completely accurate 

and their measurements are with some degree of noises. For 

each measured phase-to-ground voltage, two different random 

numbers with normal distribution n1, n2~N(0,0.5%) are 

generated. The noises are included by multiplying each 

voltage magnitude by (1+n1) and adding each voltage angle 

with n2 degrees. Afterward, the simulation is repeated to find 

the faulted bus with noisy measurements. Table IV also shows 

the results for the noisy measurements. As shown, although 

the performance reduces for these cases, the numbers of the 

faulted buses estimated with less than 100-meter error are still 

significant and close to those obtained for the noise-free 

measurements. 

C.  Number of measurements 

Base case assumes that 22 meters are arbitrarily placed to 

record the measurement data from the distribution network. In 

this section, two other scenarios are investigated in which 17 

meters and 14 meters are arbitrarily placed throughout the 

feeder. These two scenarios are defined to evaluate the 

performance of the method for less number of meters and 

measurements. 

 Scenario 1: seventeen smart meters are installed at 3, 4, 

14, 20, 34, 39, 45, 51, 57, 73, 83, 96, 101, 111, 116, 127, 

and 134 buses. 

 Scenario 2: fourteen smart meters are installed at 3, 4, 

20, 34, 45, 51, 57, 73, 83, 101, 111, 116, 127, and 134 

buses. 

In each scenario, the performance is examined taking into 

consideration the smart meters and PMUs. Tables V and VI 

show the simulation results for scenarios 1 and 2, respectively. 

As shown, using less number of meters and measurements 

reduces the performance. 

TABLE V. RESULTS OF THE FAULT LOCATION ALGORITHM WITH 17 MEASUREMENTS

Error Class 

Single-phase to ground fault Three-phase fault Two-phase to ground fault Two-phase fault 

Smart Meter PMU Smart Meter PMU Smart Meter PMU Smart Meter PMU 

0.5 ohm 10 ohm 0.5 ohm 10 ohm 0.5 ohm 10 ohm 0.5 ohm 10 ohm 0.5 ohm 10 ohm 0.5 ohm 10 ohm 0.5 ohm 10 ohm 0.5 ohm 10 ohm 

0-100 m 105 101 108 110 97 98 106 106 97 97 105 104 94 102 105 106 

100-200 m 20 26 21 20 27 26 18 20 28 30 21 24 27 23 23 23 

200-300 m 7 3 4 3 8 8 7 6 7 4 5 4 10 5 4 4 

300-400 m 1 3 0 0 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 1 3 1 0 

>400 m 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 

Total error (m) 8725 9515 8255 7865 9685 10015 8995 8825 9275 9715 9225 8585 12375 9485 8815 8375 
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TABLE VI. RESULTS OF THE FAULT LOCATION ALGORITHM WITH 14 MEASUREMENTS 

Error Class 

Single-phase to ground fault Three-phase fault Two-phase to ground fault Two-phase fault 

Smart Meter PMU Smart Meter PMU Smart Meter PMU Smart Meter PMU 

0.5 ohm 10 ohm 0.5 ohm 10 ohm 0.5 ohm 10 ohm 0.5 ohm 10 ohm 0.5 ohm 10 ohm 0.5 ohm 10 ohm 0.5 ohm 10 ohm 0.5 ohm 10 ohm 

0-100 m 105 97 105 101 88 92 99 105 90 89 96 100 85 89 96 101 

100-200 m 22 30 24 27 32 28 25 24 34 34 30 27 35 33 28 25 

200-300 m 5 5 3 3 10 12 6 3 6 9 5 4 8 9 6 5 

300-400 m 1 1 1 2 3 1 3 1 3 1 1 2 4 2 2 2 

>400 m 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 

Total error (m) 8765 9515 8715 9405 12045 11125 9855 8335 10795 10885 10165 9345 12835 10695 10365 9105 

However, a comparison between tables V-VI and I reveals 

that the performance reduction is not significant as the 

numbers of estimated faulted buses in the first and second 

error classes are nearly the same. Therefore, the proposed 

method is somewhat robust to the number of the 

measurements in the system and can be implemented in actual 

networks where a small number of meters and communication 

devices are installed due to budget limits. 

Based on the theory of compressive sensing, the minimum 

number of measurements is calculated by [29] 

                (13) 

where  is the number of measurements,  is the number of 

nonzero values in the estimated sparse current vector, and  is 

the number of buses in the system. Generally, the number of 

nonzero values in the estimated current vectors for different 

scenarios is in the range of 3-14 for the 134-bus system in this 

study. Therefore using equation (13), at least 14 measurements 

along the feeders are required to have acceptable accuracy for 

all scenarios. 

V.  DISCUSSION AND COMPARISON 

Based on the simulation results and unlike the other 

approach, our proposed method shows a good performance 

without using special and expensive infrastructure. The 

proposed algorithm is flexible and applicable even for the 

traditional distribution networks with no sufficient 

communication facilities, automation, and monitoring 

systems. For example, [5] requires all customers to be 

equipped with smart meters in addition to some primary buses 

to update  and implement the outage mapping strategy. 

Secure and accurate transmission of these large data is a 

challenging issue due to real-time reliability and security 

requirements [30]. Also, software and hardware tools of the 

control center must be capable of processing this huge amount 

of data. In addition, impacts of the measurement noises 

become more significant when more measurement data is 

involved in the fault location algorithm.  

Reference [2] only simulates single phase to ground faults 

and does not consider the noise impacts on measurement data.  

Also, load uncertainties affect the performance of their 

method. In our study all fault types are simulated and the 

performance of our proposed method is robust to measurement 

noises and load uncertainties. Although the proposed method 

in [2] typically needs fewer meters in comparison with our 

work, it is an iterative process with high computational efforts 

running several load flows which may not converge when 

measured data are corrupted by noises.  

Our simulations were performed in a computer with a 2.4 

GHz Intel Core i3-2370 M CPU, and 4.00 GB memory. For 

example, the average CPU time for locating the single-phase 

to ground faults with 10 ohm fault resistance in all buses is 

0.043 second which is satisfactory. 

Our proposed algorithm uses only 22 smart feeder meters 

to estimate the fault location while the method proposed in [5] 

uses 13 smart feeder meters and 100 high sampling rate smart 

load meters to do this. Compared to [5], our method performs 

better for lower fault resistances and slightly worse for higher 

resistances. For instance, the number of estimated buses with 

less than 100m error for single-phase fault with 0.5 Ω 

resistance is 85 in [5], while this number is 110 for our 

method. However, this number is 112 in [5] and 106 for our 

method when the fault resistance is 10 Ω. Note that as the fault 

resistance varies, our simulation results change moderately 

while the results provided in [5] change notably. Most 

importantly, the performance of our method slightly decreases 

and stays within an acceptable range when measurement 

noises are included whereas no specific decision can be made 

regarding the fault location from the results provided in [5] for 

noisy measurements. For example, the numbers of the single-

phase faulted buses estimated for 10 Ω resistance with less 

than 100m error are 59 in [5] and 94 for our method, when 

noises generated by N(0,0.5%) are added to measurements. 

Similarly, the numbers of faulted buses estimated with higher 

than 400m error are 26 in [5] and 1 for our method.  

In this paper, the fault location algorithm is used for all four 

possible faults. Based on Table I, for all four fault types with 

0.5 and 10 Ω resistances, the numbers of the buses in the first 

error class and total errors change from 99 to 110 and 7085 to 

10745m, respectively. This implies that the performance is not 

influenced by fault types and resistances. Likewise, the 

number and total errors are between 85 and 105, and 9025 and 

12675m, respectively, when 0.5% noise is added to 

measurements. Therefore, our algorithm is relatively immune 

to the measurement noise. When the noise level increases to 

1%, the performance reduces but is still acceptable. For 

example, based on Table III, the numbers of buses whose 

estimated errors for all fault types and resistances are less than 

100m are in the range of 92 to 104 and the total errors are 

between 11875 and 16685m. 

A comparison of Tables IV and I shows that the 

performance is improved when PMUs are used instead of 

smart meters. This is evident from Table IV where the 

numbers of faulted buses in the first and second error classes 
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are between 127 and 129, and total errors varies between 6875 

and 7575m. The numbers of faulted buses reported in [5] are 

between 130 and 132. Since both magnitude and angle of the 

voltages are affected by noises, the total errors are between 

10335 and 13185m, and larger than those for the case where 

noises are just added to the voltage magnitudes. The numbers 

of faulty buses belonging to the first error class are between 

105 and 109 buses, and are still better than those for the case 

where smart meters are utilized. 

To evaluate the performance of the fault location algorithm 

for a reduced number of measurements, two scenarios were 

defined with 17 and 14 meters instead of 22 meters. Tables V 

and VI show that the performance is still acceptable even 

though the number of the measurements decrease. Therefore, 

our algorithm can be useful for utilities who can install a 

limited number of meters due to budget restrictions. 

VI.  CONCLUSION 

A new application of compressive sensing is introduced 

here to estimate fault locations in distribution networks. An ℓ
1
-

norm minimization is formulated and solved by PDIP to find a 

sparse current vector whose nonzero coefficient determine the 

fault location. Also, solving the stable ℓ
1
-norm minimization 

by LBA significantly reduces the impacts of noisy 

measurements on estimating the fault location. According to 

the results, our proposed algorithm is highly robust to noise 

levels, fault types, fault resistances, and the number of the 

measurements in the system. Furthermore, the method can be 

used for conventional networks with a small number of 

installed smart meters in the primary networks. The algorithm 

performance can further be improved in the modern networks 

where smart meters are replaced with PMUs. This broad 

flexibility and applicability makes the algorithm more 

desirable. Since meters were randomly placed in the network 

for this study, we plan to improve the performance by 

optimizing the meter locations in our future work.  
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